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Morningstar Commodity’s Marketplace Workflow Manager 
is a data-driven powerhouse that performs complex, 
customizable functions to refine data with proprietary 
business logic for risk managers, analysts, and traders, 
so that the results can be seamlessly integrated and 
distributed into end systems and front-end applications 
while saving time, money, and staff resources.

In consideration of clients who manipulate data output 
at a company level, Workflow Manager enables user 
creation of forward curves, simple logic, and other helpful 
market indicators from data stored in the cloud using 
an automation process for deriving data, informing risk 
management, and delivering results of downstream  
systems and operations.

Data Derivation
Enrich the data you use by applying customizable formulas 
to exchange and proprietary data to derive the data you 
need for analysis.

Automated Algorithms
Enhance day-to-day manual processes, such as data 
aggregation, data derivation, and risk management, and 
projects that require great levels of attention to detail, 
timeliness, and exactitude with Workflow Manager’s 
automation so that the status can be easily tracked with 
alerts, freeing time and resources for higher priorities.

Minimize your workload and focus on uploading and 
maintaining the data sets that matter. Workflow Manager 
will automate the rest.
Data Aggregation
Reprocessing
Data Derivation
Curve Building
Risk Management
Auditing

High Performance
Cultivate high-quality data sets with Workflow’s ability 
to generate hourly curves out 10-20 years. With 3,000+ 
curves automated, Workflow supports teams looking for a 
competitive advantage completing time-sensitive tasks.

Enterprise Data Management: Workflow Manager
Automating Customized Data Derivation

Workflow Manager satisfies 
clients’ needs with solutions to 
common day-to-day workload 
challenges.
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Challenges
Inefficient
Inconsistent sources and formats
Repetitive data and logic in multiple workbooks
Error due to manual process

Time-consuming
Large amount of Excel worksheets
Bottlenecks waiting due to dependent processing  

Costly
High labor and various software costs 

Workflow Solutions
Automated and Centralized
Eliminates manual data aggregation and waiting
Ensures quality delivery and transparency
Schedule and event-driven 

Easy Data Derivation and Curve Building  

Secure with SOC1 Compliance 

Cost Savings
Reallocation of labor to value added areas 


